
nce Again Jewelryb



• Rings 
• Costume 
• Vintage 
• Purse Charms and more

www.oneagainjewelry.com

• Necklaces 
• Earrings 
• Bracelets
• Brooches/pins 

Don’t leave home without Unique jewlery!
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PROPOSAL 

 

Who?  Audience analysis. 

1. With the audience for Once Again Jewelry being busy, women with careers who need 
something simple to wear with a pants suit, we want to highlight seamless pieces. The 
pieces your customers purchase accommodate the need for something that is quick 
and to-the-point. When there is function, the piece will be more elaborate and may 
have adornments with jewels. The secondary customer type is men looking for a nice 
piece for their wives or girlfriends. 

 

2. The pieces you sell come with one limitation we need to overcome; the pieces are not 
matching sets. Many women like to buy at least earrings with a matching necklace. The 
fact that all of the pieces are often times artsy, makes them unique. It requires a block of 
text that describes how the piece could be something to stand out in the crowd. The 
unique beads or designs need to have photographs in nice lighting to support the 
description. 

 

What?  Goals and Content Analysis 

3. This website supports ecommerce and any past and present promotional activities your 
company displays.  

I plan to remove backgrounds of images that may not flatter the piece and replace it 
with transparent background so it can go on different color backgrounds. Initially the 
jewelry pieces will just be an image and the more descriptive language displays after 
clicking on it. There will be buttons to purchase from there. 

4. The major topics are Home, Rings, Necklaces, Bracelets, and Sets for the main nav. 
Secondary navigations include itemize items. Additional sub-topics are for Signup, My 
Account, and My Shopping Cart. 

 

Why?  Needs Assessment 

5. It is important that you share your vision for branding you want to implement on the site, 
to include colors, symbols, and overall message you plan to convey. 

 

6. I plan to use Dreamweaver to build the site. For the ecommerce parts with shopping, PHP 
is the primary programming language to create this site. 

 



Process 

1. After completing a few sketches of the website layout, I created a 
wireframe using Photoshop. I began with creating boxes and navigation 
that are true to size for a desktop: 1027 by 768 pixels.  

2. Then I created the flowchart using Photoshop to show the navigation for 
the site. 

3. Deciding on the logo Once Again Jewelry involved thinking about what they 
sell and market. Because they offer many antique and or refurbished 
pieces, I created symbol of a circle to signify the once again part of their 
name. The rest of the name is in cursive type. 

4. To create the business cards, I first wanted a gradient color with words to 
keep simple and yet expensive. However, in further review, I wanted to use 
a piece of their jewelry. I took a necklace and made it into a shape on the 
card. Inside of this shape, I placed the contact information for the person 
using the cards. The colors are staying in the regal purple family. 

5. The design for the advertisement is for a magazine or as a flyer. A large 
image of a necklace they sell is the primary focal point. Beneath the image, 
I added a list of other items they sell and the website. 

6. I created two prototypes for the website using the background image. On 
the first prototype, I used one oversized image of a few pieces of jewelry in 
one image. The navigation is simply. The site will have JQuery to allow the 
visitors to scroll through more images in similar size. Beneath the image is 
the address for Once Again Jewelry and the social media icons. 

7. The Tablet prototype is 768 by 900 pixels; however, the height can change 
to allow for scrolling. The tablet will have smaller images. There is one 
larger image and then four smaller images to represent categories of 
necklaces, earrings, rings, and sets. They are clickable and take you to a 
page displaying those items. 

8. The mobile prototype is 450 by 750 pixels, and the height can change to 
allow for scrolling. With the smaller size, the images are smaller and 
stacked. They match the images from the Tablet.  
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